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The people in the village were real poor, so none of the children had any
toys. But this one little boy had gotten an old enema bag and filled it with
rocks, and he would go around and whop the other children across the face
with it. Man, I think my heart almost broke. Later the boy came up and
offered to give me the toy. This was too much! I reached out my hand, but
then he ran away. I chased him down and took the enema bag. He cried a
little, but that's the way of these people.
—Jack Handey
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With bags under our eyes and snow in our hearts, the Trail wishes everyone...

Happy Holidays

Let it snow!
Let it snow!
Let it snow!

n
Campus remembers
those affected by AIDS
BY SHALEN FAIRBANKS

port by wearing a red ribbon and atetntr4meirog gAittr
tending various events throughout
the week.
A candlelight vigil/rally for the
Tables were set up in Wheelock
campus and the community will take providing educational material, ribplace on Thursday, Nov. 30 at 7:00 bons, information on Women and
p.m. to honor those who have died AIDS and information on volunteer
from AIDS. Students will meet in the services. Each table featured a difWheelock Lounge, at 7:00 p.m. and ferent area concerning AIDS. There
participate in a candle-lit walk were also student visits to sorority
around Jones Circle. The vigil/rally chapters and residence halls to disis one of many events that have taken cuss AIDS. On Tuesday, Nov. 28,
place throughout the week leading SIRGE presented "Sex, Values, and
up to World AIDS Day on Friday, Relationships" to Schiff and Todd
Dec. 1. Hall at 6:30 p.m.
Following the theme of "Shared
Women's Voices hosted a discusRights, Shared Responsibilities" stu- s ion on Women and AIDS
dents were asked to show their supsee AIDS page 4

November 20-27, 1995
Nov. 20 @ 2:08 a.m.
Security responded to a complaint of a disturbance on North
Lawrence Street. Apparently an upset student was causing damage
to his own property with a piece of wood.

SOUNIll

Diversity lacks support within

Nov. 20 CO 6:08 p.m.
A student reported damage that occurred to her vehicle several
weeks ago while it was parked in the Fieldhouse lot. The passenger
side door lock was pried out, the side mirror and a fog light were
broken and the paint was scraped on the rear fender.

Nov. 21 @ 1:07 p.m.
A student reported her wallet stolen from her backpack which she
had left unattended briefly in a Thompson Hall classroom.

Nov. 21 CO 2:30 p.m.
A student reported his wallet taken from his vehicle while it was
parked near the Wheelock Student Center. The vehicle was
apparently entered through a side window that was unsecured.

Nov. 22 CO 3:09 a.m.
A member of the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity reported the house stereo
amplifier stolen from the living room. He believes it was taken after
2:00 a.m. and that the front door had been left unlocked.

Nov. 22 @ 9:50 a.m.
A student reported her wallet stolen from her backpack while she
was at the library. She had left her backpack unattended while she
did some research.

Nov. 26 @ 8:35 a.m.
Security discovered a man with his clothes off lying in the east
basement stairwell of the Chapel. He quickly dressed after being
discovered and ran off campus in a northerly direction. Tacoma
Police were contacted, but were unable to locate the man.

TR AIT. Nnvem her 199S

Nov. 26 @ 11:23 a.m.
Security resonded to a noise complaint on Union Ave. Members of
Sigma Chi were contacted about a loud stereo.

Note:
Please contact Security at ext. 3311 if you have information that
would assist in investigating the incidents described above.

Contact Security if you wish to leave a vehicle on
campus over the semester break. Vehicles left should be
registered with Security and parked in the Todd/Phibbs
or Warner parking lots.

Were you successful
in registration? Was
the process easy and
clear?

Photos by Colleen C larke
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event to
learn a little
more about
other cultures and
get exposure to diversity. Call
me "Curious Geor... Jolene." I just
wonder where all those people were
who complain about the lack of diversity?
Where were all the mobs of
people who marched up to Jones in
support of increasing diversity? I
didn't see them, lunm.
I don't know if the advocates for
diversity are sincere or not and I feel
bad for questioning it, but what conclusions can you draw?
Look at all of the ethnic events
that are not tied to an academic department, no, they are not well attended.
Generally these events are not directed towards the minorities, but
towards the majority people, yet
look at the people attending and the
numbers.
I tend to be optimistic in most
cases and I do believe that the students and professors want to broaden
their knowledge of the other cultures. I do want to believe this, but
it is discouraging when the majority of people show up are minorities.
Of course it is necessary for minorities to show up, but what about
everyone else. I just don't know why
it feels like we aren't driving forward.
I understand the publicity was not
optimal, but I at least expected many
more members of the ethnic clubs,
and you know who you are, to be
there and the student diversity committee, at minimum.
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On Nov. 11, Cultural Events and
the Student Diversity Committee cosponsored an entertaining series of
theatre vignettes called "Faces of
America."
This show explored issues minority Americans face. This show was
intriguing to say the least.
At this event, I learned a lot about
cultures unfamiliar to me and saw
new perspectives on the cultures already familiar to me.
I was entertained and provoked to
think about other new issues. Afterwards we had an insightful discussion with the actor and director/
writer about "pan culturalism."
Many students at UPS talk about
the lack of diversity on campus. At
the diversity rally last year, we heard
many voices and particularly many
Caucasian voices expressing their
strong concerns.
Issues of diversity pop up all the
time. We even have student and faculty diversity committees. We have
all sorts of tools to encourage diversity. Are they working? Why or why
not? Wouldn't it be beneficial for
these groups to support the diverse
events that we have?
One would assume "Faces of
America" dealing with experiences
of Japanese American, Filipino
American, Native American, Hispanic American, African American
and gay and lesbians would be an

I am disappointed in the number
of attendees and noticed that the
people who attended are those who
have an increased understanding of
what it is like to be a minority. I appreciate everyone who went. I think
we all gained valuable insights and
were entertained. It is just too bad
others couldn't have benefited as
well.
This year at UPS we are celebrating the Asian Pacific American. This
is our chance to learn a little bit about
the Asian American experience.
Maybe our campus, curriculum
and staff are not as diverse as we
would like, but if we are not willing
to take advantage of what we do
have, than what is the use in trying
to increase diverse bodies? If we
don't have a clue on the issues of
other cultures, how will we relate,
understand and treat people who are
different than ourselves?
Let us say we have many new
people of color and sexual preferences next year. Will they want to
stay here?
Ask our fellow minority of minorities here at UPS (that would be
African Americans).
I encourage us all to start opening
those doors to unknowns now because that "big future" of course will
not be so friendly and the doors may
start shutting and perhaps some may
slam in our face. Our slice of life is
unlike the "real world."
What can we do? Read the Trail,
Tattler, Open Line, listen to KUPS,
visit clubs. I agree with John
Schaub's suggestion (in the Trail last
week about diversity) to tutor at the
neighboring schools. Mondays
through Thursdays there is already
an established tutoring program at
Jason Lee Middle School and Stadium High School.
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The sixth annual UPS seasonal
arts and crafts fair will be on Fri.,
Dec. 1 from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
in the Wheelock Student Center
lobby. Vendors will be displaying
and selling the following: jewelry,
baked goods, country jumpers and
vests, hand-crafted ornaments and
an assortment of other goods. There
will be hourly drawings for door
prizes and much more. Contact the
Wheelock Student Center scheduling office at ext. 3236, with questions or for more information.
Mistletoast will follow.
Speech and debate judges are
needed for the University of Puget
Sound Speech and Debate Tournament from Jan. 5-6, 1996. Will be
paid $8 per policy debate round and
$6 per speech and L-D debate round.
For more info., call Glenn Kuper at
ext. 3272.
In the event of a very icy or
snowy day, the University may
close. When the shut-down occurs
during working hours, each depart-

The University of Puget Sound
Chapter of the Honor Society of
Phi Kappa Phi is pleased to announce that fellowships for the first
year of graduate or professional
study will be awarded for the 199596 academic year.
The national Phi Kappa Phi organization will award fifty $70,000
fellowships and thirty $1000 honorable mention awards. Our chapter
will select one student to take part

Jennifer Hagerman and Robert
L. Steiner of the 1995 United Way
Campaign for Pierce County wish
to thank all who contributed to the
1995 University of Puget Sound
United Way Campaign. "Our goal
was 200 contributors, which represents approximately 30 percent of
faculty and staff. Our final count was
143 contributors or 72 percent of our
goal. The dollar amount contributed
was slightly more than $18,350.

Registration plans
slated for Internet
BY HOLLY HEIZERMAN
Conn-4)(a./ pior

mittee have been developing this
idea over the last two years. Much
of the planning for the restructuring
Within the next two years, stu- had to wait for the campus wide
dents will register for classes via computer network which was incomputer, according to Director of stalled last year. The committee had
Academic and Career Advising Jack to ensure that enough computers
Roundy. The Academic Standards were available to accommodate stuCommittee is currently working on dents, said Roundy.
a plan that will allow students to regThe committee is made up of 14
inter over the Internet eliminating the individuals including three adminlong lines and racing around associ- istrative representatives: Associate
ated with registration.
Dean John Finney, Associate Reg"The whole business of picking a istrar Mary Morgan and Roundy.
schedule and having it evaporate in The committee also includes one
front of you will go away," said student representative, Eric Akines.
Roundy: "It's going to be just ter"The system is still in the works,"
rific."
said Akines. "If for some reason they
In the proposed plan, students will [students] don't get the class they
meet with their advisors to discuss want, there's nothing that will stop
classes and obtain a code number them from signing up for a class that
and time of registration. At their is way over their head."
given time, students will log onto the
"My biggest concern is that no one
registration network using either the will be there to help freshmen with
school's computer or a home corn- stressful problems," said senior Peer
puter hooked up to the UPS termi- Advisor Ali Weise. "I can picture
nal. The network will tell the stu- some poor freshman at a computer
dents which classes are closed and crying because they can't get into
biology and they're a bio major."
options for alternative classes.
"Students will have more control The restructuring process was felt
over the process," said Roundy. by seniors registering for spring se"They will be able to say 'show me mester as they were hit with long
all the Humanistic Cores available' lines. According to Roundy, Assisand see which ones are closed and tant Registrar Martha Garrett made
open." the decision to extend registration
According to Roundy, students from six day to eight days in order
will also be able to look at their de- to slowly convert to the new data
gree progress, transcript, and the stu- base. She scheduled most graduate
students and seniors on Wednesday,
dent bulletin over the Internet.
The Academic Standards Comsee INTERNET page 4

A reminder: members of the campus community have or will receive
new, yellow 1995.96 University
telephone directories. Collect and
return to Mail Services any blue
1995-96 directories which you may
have received earlier this semester.
Because of some errors in the blue
directories, we wish to collect them
to avoid confusion or problems associated with errant directory information.

Both the number of contributors and
monies contributed are slightly
down from previous years. We hope
that those unable to particpate this
year will be able to contribute to next
year's UW campaign." Hagerman
and Steiner welcome any last minute
contributions.
Since its inception five years ago,
the Plant Department has supervised a student recycling program
that collected glass bottles, aluminum cans, newspapers and cardboard from campus residence halls
and academic buildings and return
bins of dirty dishes to Food Service.
At the start of the Fall term, the
Plant Department accepted responsibility for the White Office Waste
(WOW) paper program formerly administered by Security. The objective in combining the recycling and
WOW collections was to eliminate
duplicate efforts.
The Recycling Team generally
services residence halls on Mon.,
Wed., Thurs. and Fri. Academic
buildings are generally serviced on
Tues., Thurs. and Sun. One of the
disadvantages to the new program
is that while Security staff had keys
to offices and could collect confidential WOW from locked offices after
hours, the recycling staff does not,
which has affected response time.
A voice mail box has been set up
to record requests for WOW pick-

ups, delivery of empty WOW boxes
and to report needs for recycling services. The number is 1560 and is
listed on page 4 of the Campus
Phone Directory in the "Quick Reference" section. Requests for service
need to be placed the day before the
regualrly scheduled pickup day to
insure "next day" service.
The vendor who purchases our
recyclable materials has made some
changes in the type and location of
collection bins on campus.
Behind the Wheelock Center, next
to the Print Shop, is a dumpster with
bays marked for white, green and
brown glass. Next to it is a dumpster
with three bays marked for "aluminum" for cans [only] and one bay
for "tins" cans. Across the alley, behind Food Service is a large
dumpster for cardboard and craft
paper. In the southwest corner of the
Wheelock parking lot is a dumpster
with one bay marked for "Plastic"
for #1 and #2 plastic bottles [milk
and juice bottles] and three bays for
"Mixed Paper" which includes
newsprint, colored paper, magazines
and paperback books. This is the first
time tin, plastic, magazines and paperback books have been recycled
on campus.
Because this is a student staffed
program, there may be fluctuations
in service levels during exams and
between terms. Questions, contact
Jon Robins at ext. 3625.

Gotta Be
Gotta Be
Good Gotta Be
Now

Domino's Pizza
Presents the
Coach's Special
One Large Pepperoni and Extra Cheese
For Only $6.99+ tax.
Your Choice of Our New ULTIMATE DEEP
DISH, Hand Tossed or Crunchy Thin Crust.
Add a 2 liter of Coke for only $.99. Add a topping For Only $1.00.

Additional Specials.
Try The Couples Special
Two 10" 1 Topping Pizzas For Only $7.99+ tax.

inqu 7y /

Nov. 30 - Dec. 7

in the national competition. This student will also receive a $1000 James
R. Slater Graduate Fellowship from
our chapter. In order for us to make
selections in time to meet the national office's March 1 deadline, we
need to have completed applications
and letters of recommendation in our
hands by Feb. 1, 1996. Application
forms may be obtained from PKP
Secretary Patricia Sperry in Thompson 116D.

Add a 2 liter of Coke for only $.99.

Vegi Special
For Those Garden Fresh Vegi Lovers, Mounds of
Fresh Green Peppers, Onions, Mushrooms, Olives and
Extra Cheese on a Large Crust For ONLY $8.99+tax.
Comes with a Free 2 liter of Coke.

No COUPON Required

•
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ment will receive a phone call to
that effect. If a closure decision
is made at night, an announcement will be broadcast between
6:00 and 8:00 a.m. on the following radio stations: KPLU 88.5,
KLSY-FM 92.5, *KMPS -FM
94.0, *KPLZ-FM 101.5, *KRPMFM 106.1, KUBE-FM 93.3, *K1R0AM 710, KRPM-AM 1090, KJRAM 950, KOMO-AM 1000 and
*KMPS-AM 1300; and on the following television stations: *KINGTV 5, *KIRO-TV 7, *KOMO-TV 4
and *KSTW-TV 11. (*These stations will make announcements every 15 minutes).
Do not call the University operator or Security for details. They
will not necessarily know decisions as soon as the broadcast stations. If necessary, call the person
designated by your department
head for additional information
about operations.
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MISSING

A Future for White Children in America
Description: Blond or brown hair, fair skin, innocent, inquisitive, intelligent, trusting. His future
has been abducted by corrupt politicians and minority special interest groups. There will he
no future for him in the Third World America which our nation's enemies are planning. Let's
take back our country, and make her great, clean, decent, and beautiful once again—for our
children's sake. The men and women of the National Alliance want you to join us in this great
patriotic effort:

National Alliance • Box 90 • Hillsboro • WV 24946
304-653-4600 (24 hour recorded message)

ABOVE is an example of the flyer found on campus

Racist flyer circulates campus
BY ANTHONY CESARIO
Ektor ekiei

A racist flyer has been recently
circulating the campus, calling for
the salvation of the future of white
children.
According to Dean of Students
Judith Kay, two separate students
found copies of the flyer in different buildings on campus, with both
sightings occurring almost a month
apart.
On approximately Oct. 26, the
first student discovered a copy of the
flyer posted in an academic building. Nov. 21, the second student discovered several flyers folded and
stuffed inside library books dealing
with race and ethnicity.
The flyer, which claims the future
of white children in America is
threatened by minority special interest groups, is sponsored by the National Alliance, a white supremisist
group from West Virginia. According to the flyer, there will be no future for a fair–skinned, inquisitive,
intelligent child in America.
The photocopied flyers claim that
the future of brown or blonde haired
children "has been abducted by corrupt politicians and minority special
interest groups." Furthermore, the
flyers claim that this future can only
be saved by white Americans join-

the National Alliance, call on all men
and women of European descent to
take back the future of our race."
The Dean of Students office asks
that if any student finds copies of the
flyer to please turn them in to Associate Dean of Students Jeanette
DiSc ala in Residential Programs.
The Office asks that the student
make note of where the flyer was
found and if there were any individuals hanging the flyer before turning
it in.

ing together to make the country
"great, clean, decent and beautiful
once more."
The flyers also supply a phone
number for a 24 hour recorded message. The Trail called the number in
order to gather more information on
the National Alliance.
"The white race is in mortal danger," the message said. "The white
race is being robbed of our identity
by mixing with minority immigrants. We, the men and women of
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INTERNET from page 3
November since these students
would most likely get their first
schedule choice.
"The system worked out very
well," said Roundy. "We scheduled
a very large number of graduate students and seniors on Wednesday, so
that we had fewer students on the
following days in case of problems
with classes closing and clogging the
system."
According to Roundy, the wait
was largely due to the fact that se-

niors scheduled for early morning
registration came in after their appointment time.
"Registration began at 8:30 a.m.
but the crowds didn't hit until 10:00
a.m.," said Roundy.
"I stood in line for an hour and a
half on Wednesday and still didn't
get two of the classes I need to
graduate," said senior Sundara
Murphy. "It was the worst experience of my life. Braces were more
fun."

Other seniors and underclassmen
had few problems with registration.
"It went really smoothly," said
senior Angie Pruitt, who registered
at 11:30 a.m. on Wednesday. "I got
all the classes I wanted —one of the
luxuries of being a senior."
"The whole process went really
fast for me," said sophomore Debbie
Avner. "My only frustration was that
I didn't get into any of the English
classes I wanted and I'm an English
major."

WOULD LIKE TO OFFER YOU

A SPECIAL 10%
STUDENT DISCOUNT
ON ANY OF OUR FINE WOMEN'S
AND CASUAL MEN'S CLOTHING!
Luciano's Salutes
the LOGGERS!!

titz

TRAILNovember 30, 1995

"Experience the fresh
flavors of Italy"
Friday and Saturday Nights
"Live Jazz"
9:00 til closing
Well drinks "as always" $2.50
Doubles add $1.00
3327 Ruston Way 756-5611

N 840:1

GO LOGGERS!!!!
Come and enjoy Katie's
Famous Pizza and Fish & Chips
or
snack on a salad, Nachos
or our NEW Potato skins
New Big Screen TV!
3211 Ruston Way 756-0771

WE CARRY:
TOMMY HILFIGER
NAUTICA, TOMMY BAHAMA
CALVIN KLEIN
RUFFHEWN, KEN AR, &
UNIQUE ACCESSORIES!
761-1144
2602 North Proctor
LOCATED NEXT TO STARBUCKS & SUBWAY.
PLEASE BRING STUDENT ID
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ON CAMPUS

conductor, Jack Lloyd, will be
playing in the Concert Hall at 7:30
p.m. Admission is free.

2,3, & 4 DecemberThe
Adelphian Concert Choir and
Madrigal Singers presents Carols
Old, Carols Newwith conductor

HI M
1-3 December- ASUPS Campus
Films will be showing C/ue/ess $1
w/ UPS i.d., $2 w/out.

5 Decem&Y The Honors Film
Series presents Six Degrees of
Separation, a film directed by Fred
Schepisi staffing Will Smith, Donald
Sutherland and Stockard Channing.
Film will be showing at 7:00 p.m. in
McIntyre 003. Admission is free.

lit
through 15 December- Kittredge
Gallery features juried art work by
Puget Sound students. Gallery
hours are Monday through Friday,
10:00 a.m. to 400 p.m., and
Sunday 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. Admission is free.

MUSIC
1 December- Organ at Noon
presents Music for Christmas with
University Organist Edward
Hansen. Performance will be held
in the Kilworth Chapel at 12:05 p.m.
Admission is free.

Paul W. Schultz. Performance will
begin at 7:30 p.m. on Sat. 3:00 p.m.
on Sun. and 7:30 p.m. on Mon., and
will be held in the Concert Hall.
Tickets are $8 general, $6 student/
senior citizen.

2 December: Campus Music
Network hosts Pint 0' Guinness
and The Racketeers. Show starts

.3 December; Campus Ministry
Center, the Adelphian Concert
Choir, and the Madrigal Singers
present Festival of Lessons and
Carolswith guest speaker Bishop
Calvin D. McConnell in the Kilworth
Chapel at 700 p.m. Canned food
donation collected for the Emergency Food Network. Call 75633374 for more information.

.5 December University Chorale
and Dorian Singers with conductor
Richard Nace will be performing in
the Kilworth Chapel at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free.

..9 December University of Puget

Trail advertising gets results. 3
Attention students! Earn $2000+
monthly. Part-time and full-time.
World Travel. Carribean, Hawaii. All
positions available. No experience
necessary. CALL (520) 505-3123.

FOR SALE
Electronics, sporting goods, computers, and more at below wholesale.
Daily specials sent to you on fax or fa
fax/modem. Call/fax 752-0744.

FREE ROOM & BOARD
Exchange room and board for lite
housekeeping and childcare. Minimum one academic year committment.
Call Bee at 925-5231. Ref. required.

HELP WANTED!
23 FULL OPENINGS! Payrate $10/
hour. Internships and scholarships
available. Flexible scheduling around
classes. Interview immediately. No experience necessary! Info:589-0340

KEEP YOUR SEX LIFE
SAFE AND PRIVATE
Free catalog of discreetly-packaged,
FDA-approved condoms (the latest
shapes, sizes, textures, degrees of sensation), lubricants, and spermicidal
contraceptives. Confidential.
The Sustainable Population Project
PO Box 95847
Seattle, WA
98145-2847

*EARN EXTRA INCOME*
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing travel
brochures. For information send a
self-addressed stamped envelope to:
Inc-1, PO Box 1354,Miami, FL
33160-1354.

conductors, Paul W. Schultz and
Wayne Lackman. Performance will
begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Concert
Hall. Tickets are $8 general, $6
student/senior citizen.

THEITHE
18 2 December- Theatre
Ensemble Project presents
Me/170/7.6'S of allid/700dWitil faculty
director Sue Clement. Performance
times are Fri. at 7:30 p.m. and Sat.
at 2:00 and 7:30 p.m. in Jones Hall,
Inside Theatre. Admission is free or
canned food donation.

at 9:00 p.m. at Club Rendezvous in
the Wheelock Student Center.

Classifieds
CRUISESHIP JOBS!

Sound/Tacoma Civic Chorus and
the Peninsula Community Chorus
present the Handel's Messlahwith

GOOD WEEKLY
INCOME
processing mail for national company!
Free supplies! Free postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start immediately!
Genuine oppurtunity! Rush S.A.S.E.:
GMC, SUITE 216
1861 N. FEDERAL HWY
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020

OFF CAMPUS
HIM

AMERICAN BARTENDERS

award-wining commercials.
Admission is $6.75, call (206) 6323131 for showtimes.

7-9 December-The Rialto
Theater will be showing Theremin..
An Electronic Odyssey, the story of
Russian scientist, Leon Theremin,
and his contribution to electronic
music. Showtimes are Thurs. at
700, Fri. at 7:00 and 900 p.m., Sat.
at 5 .00, 7:00, and 9:00 p.m. and

FOR SALE
Cannondale mountain bike, M 800.
Manitou fork, grafton, fyncros,
& much more! Under 23 lbs.
$750 OBO. Call Scott 752-8433.

12 October - S March- Tacoma
Art Museum hosts a new exhibit:
Women's Rites: Robes from the
Late Oing Dynas0/. Museum hours
ar Tues.-Sat. 10:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m., Sun. noon-5:00 p.m., closed
on Mondays. Admission is free on
Tuesdays, all other days: $3 for
non-members, $2 for students. For
more information call 272-4258.

12 October - open ended runState of the Arts Gallery features
watercolor paintings by Dodie
Hamilton and Lynn Guenard.
Museum hours are 10:00 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Tues.-Fri., and 11:00-4:00
p.m. on Sat. For more information,
call (206) 705-0317.

2 December- The Broadway
Center for the Performing Arts
presents A Christmas Carol,
English carols, colorful costumes,
and lively dance numbers.
Performance will begin at 7:30 p.m.
at the Pantages Theater. Tickets
range from $13 to $24, call 5915894 for more information.

MUSIC
1 December, Tacoma Symphony

Orchestra presents Sounds of the
Season, a holiday concert with
works by Handel, Anderson,
Tchaikovsky, and Finneginn.
Concert will be held at the
Pantages Theater at 8:00 p.m. Call
591-5894 for more information.
2 December- Tacoma Philharmonic presents Tacoma Young
Artists Orchestra with conductor
Dale Johnson. Concert begins at
7:30 p.m. in the Rialto Theater.
Call (206) 627-2792 for more
information.

7 Decembeit Green River
Community College hosts The
Trenchcoats, a holiday concert.
Performance begins at 7:30 p.m.
Call 464-6133 for more information.

8 December- Fenix Underground
hosts Box Set, an acoustic rock
band from the Bay Area. Concert
begins at 11:00 p.m. Call (206)
343-0716 for more informaiton.

.8 December-Ring, Scribble, Spike,
and Henry Miller will play an all
ages show at the new Paradox club
downtown. For tickets and
information, call (206)383-3059.
Admission is $6.

9 December. The Backstage
presents ALT., a rambunctious
band from Dublin, Ireland. Show
begins at 9:30 p.m., tickets are
$14.50. Call (206) 781-2805.

RESEARCH
INFORMATION
Largest Library of information in U.S. all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

ORDERING
HOT LINE

800-351-0222

or (310) 477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322Idaho Ave., # 206 A. Los Angeles, CA 90025

RIGOS
CPA & CMA

Review
May 1996
CPA Exam Cycle
Starting Dates:
Tacoma Sat 12/2 8:30am
Seattle Mon 12/4 6:00pm
Bellevue Sun 12/17 8:30am

* I or 2 week sessions
* a.m., p.m., & evening classes
* fmancing available
* free computerized national
job placement
* earn $100-$200 daily
* call (800) 455-EASY (3279)

Ill

3-5 December- The Varsity
Theater will be showing Best of the
Best from Britain, a compilation of

RAISE $$$
The Citibank fundraiser is here to help
you! Fast, easy, no risk or financial
obligation- Greeks, groups, clubs,
motivated individuals, call now.
Raise $500 in only one week.
(800)862-1982 ext. 33

Sun. at 5:00 and 7:00 p.m. Regular
admission is $5, call 591-5894 for
more information.

#1

Score in World on
6/95 Exam
Mark A. LF.Ins

CALL FN i'REE BROCHURE
230 Slenn3r Building
1326 Fitti Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101-2614
PROFESSIONAL Reattle/Bell/Tzc . (206) 624-0716
EDUCATION Portland
(503)283.7224
PROCRAMS,LTD Spokane
(509)325.1994

featunng...
36 hours of in-class teaching
three fully proctored exams
additional help sessions
instructor -- Steven Klein
free application advising
Price -- $495

Call now for more information
on the LSAT, GRE or GMAT

ROOMMATE WANTED
Fun, easy-going person to share home
on ruston Way waterfront, one block
from The Spar & Grazis. Deck, garage,
great location. $300/mo. 752-7118.

Next GRE Class begins October 16
Next GMAT Class begins November 21
Next LSAT Classes begin December 6 and 7
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Hoppy
Ailmitys! ‘•

1 December- University Band/
Wind Ensemble with guest
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Buford explores darker side of England
TODD STARKWEATHER
„cull Writer
So, you always thought England was a
romantic little island located off the coast
of France where every
monolingual student goes
to study abroad; a place of
quaint villages and pubs
with reserved but polite, inhabitants. Well, think
again. Bill Buford exposes
the dark, seamy side of England that tourists and students never see in his book
"Among the Thugs."
"Among the Thugs," which combines the
best of sociological research and observation with gonzo journalism (a la Hunter S.
Thompson), explores the dynamic and
frightening culture of English football (soccer) hooliganism. Hooliganism, for those
who do not know, refers to the over zealous supporters of English football clubs
who intermittently incite and participate in
acts of massive violence. Buford explains
how an evening at a train station outside
Cardiff changed his perspective on English
society once he viewed this odd, and particularly English, phenomena known as
hooliganism.
From here on out Buford submerges himself in this subculture to examine its behav-

ior and the reasons for such behavior. What
he reveals is both astonishing and scary. It
stretches the human imagination to believe
the stories that Buford recounts. He sees
semi-organized crime rings who secretly
and illegally purchase
tickets for English football supporters in Italy.
He witnesses beatings of
young Italian boys by Englishmen. He hears racial
slurs and epithets routinely spoken and accepted at matches. He
sees groups of supporters organize in military fashion and engage in their own type
of warfare. And he sees Englishmen consume a lot of beer. (I'm talking about five
gallons of beer—for one person.)
Yet what is most shocking about all that
Buford tells, is how normal all this is perceived in England. Buford, as an American, brings an American perspective to all
that he encounters. He is shocked by the
events around him. He is even more
shocked by how the English are not
shocked. They just consider it to be a normal Saturday afternoon out when various
riots erupt before, during and after football matches. It is no shock to anyone, except Buford, that Manchester United Football Club supporters partly destroy the city
of Turin, Italy, after a match. The police,

the press and seemingly everyone expect
these English football fanatics to cause a
giant public disruption. Yet no one seems
too concerned about doing anything to
prevent it.
Buford gives a particularly insightful
account of the connection between hooliganism and the National Front—
England's fascist political party. He attends a National Front disco (that is what
they are called) and explains how leaders
of the National Front recruit members
from the crowds at football matches, not
because they are young, disaffected males
wanting to vent frustration at English society, but because they learn certain techniques from involvement in large crowds
(like violence and disruption), which
prove useful to the National Front.
Buford also gives a highly detailed explanation of how hooliganism is not so
much connected with individuals as it is
with crowds. The crowd is the living,
breathing impetus which gives life to hooliganism. The individuals are merely arts.
Buford's narrative in "Among the
Thugs" makes his work a fast, enjoyable
read that will shock, repel and engross all
readers. For anyone who enjoys delving
into the dark underbelly of society,
"Among the Thugs" cannot be missed.
England will never seem the same again.

mong the Thug
OM Milord

"A grotesque, horrifying, repellent and gorgeous
book; A Clockwork Orange come to life."
—John Gregory Dunne

Von Trier reaches new heights with "The Kingdom"
Masterful film
details life in asylum
with interwoven
plots, complex
characters, surreal
cinematography
Guava-based
rating
system
5 guavas: the highest
rating, a classic and
powerful film.
4 guavas: put this one
on your weekend list
of things to do.
3 guavas: enjoyable,
entertaining, worth
the matinee price at
the very least.
2 guavas: usually an
exercise in formulaic
drollery; no surprises
here.
1 guava: takes advantage of the audience's
trust that films are
made to entertain.

BY ARLO PELEGRIN
Vflo vie Reviewer
The opening sequence of Lars von
Trier's masterpiece "The Kingdom"
sets the mood for a bizarre and powerful ride: close-ups of steaming vats
of chemicals in grainy black-andwhite, broken ground, water and
clouds. Max von Sydow's deep
bass voice narrates in
Danish; the elongated
vowels and soft consonants make him sound
like a bullfrog choking
on bubble gum. Then the
opening credits begin
flinging everywhere
with fast-paced music and still-shots
of the actors in various hospital contexts, looking like a Danish '80s version of "ER." After that, the movie
spreads its doors and draws the
viewer into its surreal and terrifying
world.
"The Kingdom" was originally
made for Danish television, and
spans almost five hours. But every
second is worth the time. It was written and directed by Lars von Trier,
who gave us "Zentropa" a few years
ago. The length should not deter—
the pace is fast and the movie is truly
and entirely fascinating.
The setting is a Copenhagen asylum, whose various denizens are
among the most peculiar characters
on the screen. But each makes sense
in his or her respective context, and
they all fit together beautifully. The
characters themselves range greatly:
an angry and sarcastic Swede, a

profiteering junior advisor, a psychic
who continually readmits herself to
visit her porter son and provide spiritual guidance to other patients, a
pregnant surgeon, a pair of all-knowing dishwashers with Downs Syndrome, the tortured ghost of a little
girl, and a slew of others. Von Trier
has made an orchestration of complexity, as all the characters develop within their
various subplots while
continuing to interact
with one another. It is
something akin to "Twin
Peaks" and "The Shining" all at once.
Various plot lines intermingle and coalesce throughout
the movie, building suspense and
intensity the entire time. It seems
impossible that a movie could sustain almost five hours of tension, but
"The Kingdom" does exactly that.
Von Trier also infuses the script with
an incredible sense of humor: it is
biting, acerbic, and mordant, but
subtle enough that you'll miss it if
you're not looking for it. You're often not sure whether to laugh or
scream. If the movie had not been
softened by the humor, the audience
would likely have run screeching
from the theatre at intermission.
"The Kingdom" is at once vastly humorous and indescribably terrifying,
while maintaining a level of complexity and depth that almost never
makes it to the big screen. The length
is employed to its fullest utility—not
a second is wasted on frivolity or indulgence on the director's part. As a

310 vie
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result the characters have true depth
and by the end of the movie seem
quite real. It is like you have lived
their everyday experiences with
them.
The plots that develop are fascinating and compelling: the Swedish
neurosurgeon combats the Danish
establishment at every turn instead
of facing up to his own failures; the
psychic wanders the halls trying to
make contact with the ghost of a
young girl; an intern expends inappropriate and misdirected effort to
win the affections of a nurse in the

The Kingdom is at once
vastly humorous and
indescribably terrifying,
while maintaining a level
of complexity and depth
that almost never makes
it to the big screen.
sleep-lab; a doctor nears the end of
his quest for a hepatomatic tumor
with which to end his lifetime of research, only to be refused by a dying man's family. But then he begins
a subversive project assisted by what
looks like a Danish Kiw anis Elks/
Freemasons society among the senior staff, replete with initiation rituals and an Elks' Lodge in the middle
of the asylum. Bits of one plot are
always showing up in another; the
characters trade freely around and
lend themselves to the simultaneous,
separate, but still common tension

that builds throughout.
Adding to the air of tension is the
surreal photography. Von Trier, who
had won many acclaims for his superior cinematography in
"Zentropa," proves he is still a master. "The Kingdom" is shot in tinted
sepia film, which softens every sharp
corner and stark line, and lends a
watery, hallucinogenic sense to the
entire asylum. The color red almost
never appears inside, while outside
it leaps out at the viewers. The cinematography is pure magic—it is a
revolutionary expansion into the
medium of film, weaving through
the eyes and into the mind and pulling the viewer into the asylum.
"The Kingdom" is much more
than a movie: it is an event-filled and
visceral journey. Though highly
complicated and often challenging,
it never alienates the viewer with obscure symbolism or extraneous situations. The mood and feeling of the
movie is beautiful, disturbing, playful, and morose, seemingly all at the
same time. The combined effect is
truly scary—I can't remember being so mortified since "Poltergeist."
But "The Kingdom"'s terror is psychological, and builds to a crescendo
over the hours. It is an unbelievable
work, and seeing it blown up onto
the big screen is an incomparable experience.

5 guavas

SOU.
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Kittredge hosts student art competition
BY HOLLY HELZERMAN
Contr;biang gAitor

On Wednesday, Nov. 29, an opening reception in Kittredge Gallery
kicked off the student art competition. The show which runs through
December 15 allows art students of
any major to display their work and
win prizes.
The gallery is open free to the
public from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday and Sunday
from 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
All media were welcome in the

contest, from two-dimensional
painting and drawing, to three-dimensional ceramics and sculpture.
"I'll be entering a piece from my
ceramics class for fun and for my resume," said art major Dan Shmitt
before the contest.
Any student currently enrolled in
the university who has produced
work in a studio art class was eligible for the competition. Students
could enter up to four pieces each.
They were judged by Ben Meeker,
director of the Commencement Art
Gallery and part-time ceramics pro-

EXTRA! EXTRA!
READ ALL ABOUT IT!
TID E

TRAIL ANNOUNCES STA
OPENINGS [OR

fessor who awarded the prizes at
Wednesday's reception.
"Almost everything gets in the
show," said Meeker prior to the competition.
First place winner received a $100
gift certificate to the Tacoma Art
Supply. Second place was awarded
$50 Clay Art Supply Gift Certificate
given while two third place winners
received a $25 gift certificate to the
UPS Bookstore and a $25 Daniel
Smith Gift Certificate. Names of
winners were not yet available by
print time.

"The prizes encourage people to
enter things in the show and gets
people excited about it," said senior
studio art major Phoebe Ward.
According to Ward, the student
show has been traditionally smaller
than the senior art show which takes
place at the end of the year. She said
that she hopes the prizes will encourage students other than seniors and
art majors to enter their work.
According to Art Department secretary Sherry Gervais, prizes were
gathered by the art faculty who
asked for donations from the partici-

pating art stores.
"All the professors are very encouraging," said Gervais about the
competition. "This is the third year
for the student show, but the first
year for awards."
"The prizes are a good idea," said
senior art major Jennifer Calame. "It
brings outsiders in and motivates
students to enter."
"I think it's a good way for students to have people and peers see
their work," said Meeker. "It's always fun because the students are
always excited about it."

JUST
Oldest Riton Store in Tacoma
Also visit our downtown location • 1950 Pacific Ave.
Across from The Union Station • 627-5324

LOWEST PRICES
IN TOWN!

SECONd SEMESTER.

EVERYTHING
ON SALE!

We are seeking motivated individuals for positions
in the following areas:
flews copy editing

CI 0

TO
COLLEGE...
...SOMEWHERE
EXOTIC,
EXCITING
AND MAJESTIC

A&E copy editing

OPEN 1 DAYS!

Combat Zone editor

F

ew places on earth are as

spectacular as Alaska. Why not

Other postiions may also be available in January.

enjoy all that the "Greatland"
has to offer — while getting an

Join us in our lavish office.
/'lake nifty wall murals with sidewalk. chalk,
Get paid money on a monthly basis.

HIGHEST
SELECTION!

HIGHEST
111111111Y!

'Uptown Quality
at Downtown Prices"

Gain valuable experience in
newspaper production.
have the satisfaction of seeing your name
littering the campus.
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(kb.

Interested applicants should stop by the office in
the Wheelock. basement, or call x3197 for info.
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AppliCATIONS ARE dUE JANUARY
*

13`

15, 1996.
Lit*

JUST FUTONS

GRAND
OPENING
SALE!
See our new Showroom!
8202 So. Tacoma Way
589-1558 • Next to ROI

excellent education? In fact,
Barron's recently rated Alaska
Pacific University a Best Buy in
college education.
If you're looking for adventures, you can't do better than
Alaska Pacific University. You'll
get a great education in a place
that's out of this world.

Call 1-800-252-7528
for more information

ALASKA PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y

4101 University Drive
Anchorage, AK 99508-4672

E-mail: apu@corcom.com
http://www.alaska.net/-apu
Phone: (907) 564-8248
Fax: (907) 564-8317
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All-star bands tread line of silliness
Boris the Sprinkler — Saucer to Saturn
Replicants Replicants
BY TED SPAS
741)414 RAViiPiKT
Waaaaaah00000000!!!! Everybody pogo till yer knees break!! This
album rules!!! It's got me feeling like
a punk rock kid again!!!! It's making me use way too many exclamation points!!!! I think I might have
to sit down now....

Whew, okay... the new Boris the
Sprinkler album always takes a lot
out of me. For those who aren't already hip to the now sound, Boris
the Sprinkler features the Rev. NOrb
from Maximum Rock n' Roll (the
UBERzine) who is probably the funniest guy on the whole damned
planet and his band is pretty rad, too.

This whole damned disc is a nonstop pogo party, chock-full of peppy
tempos, loony gags, and lyrics that
always come down on the right side
of the "clever/stupid" divide.
Kids, I tell ya, this record is the
story of my life. It's so refreshing to
hear the whole punk rock story told
by a skinny, hyperactive, skinny-tie
wearin' record geek who can't get a
date. Boris the Sprinkler makes being a dork seem like the best idea in
the universe, and there are certainly
days when this is true. Dorkdom is
made bearable by gems such as this.
With Saucer to Saturn, a pile o' comics, and maybe some food, your date
with dorkland is sure to be a complete success.
Hell, Eric from the New Bomb
Turks even thinks that "(Do You
Wanna) Grilled Cheese" (the
album's first planet-smashing
single) sounds like Boston toughpop heroes The Real Kids, and if you
can't trust the Turks, who can you
trust? It sure ain't me, 'cause I think
this album is a surefire winner. I've
been trying to memorize the lyrics
to "Superball Eyes" (the song titles
on this thing are SO COOL!) for
WEEKS.

If you don't like Boris the Sprinkler, you probably have too many
friends for your own good.
The grade: A as in Green BAy (it's
where they're from, gimme a break).

Albums full of covers are, as a
rule, a really lame idea. Sometimes,
though, it's nice to have a crappy
song salvaged by a bunch of clever
folks who know how the damned
thing should REALLY sound.
That's what's up with the debut album from Replicants.
Replicants are made up of folks
from Tool and Failure, and they
play songs written by their major
"influences." To this end, they've
coughed up an album full of songs
that were originally performed by

"Linus Welch" fails miserably
BY JENNIFER CALDWELL
eftneri6mting EAiter

No one knows what drives people to write. For some
it is literary genius, for other a burning need to create,
and for Toby Amirault it is apparently a sheer loathing
of literate people everywhere. Nothing else could explain the atrocity that is his novel, "Linus Welch." This
book is ill-conceived, poorly
defined, and atrociously
written."Linus Welch" grinds
into your head like a toothache and numbs your brain
with its slack-jawed prose.
The novel opens with the
protagonist, Linus Welch (who else), anxiously rummaging through his mail to see if he has been accepted by
his school of choice, Brown University. Though Linus
is a brilliant young man, his eighteen years have afforded
him sufficient time to become disgusted with the imbecility of all humankind (except himself) and embittered
of his own genius. Linus copes with his poetic feelings
of despair at living in a world not -meant to house a beauty
such as his by spewing a non-stop stream of clumsy profanity at anyone and anything within eyeshot. Linus'
mechanical dialogue and trite, juvenile philosophies
toq provide the reader with endless chuckles rather than producing the stinging empathy Amirault so clearly intended
pit to.
The remainder of the novel plods through Linus' unL.
eventful wait for the Brown acceptance letter that is certain to arrive and painfully slow in doing so. Upon
Linus's realization that going to college means he must
Z take classes, live in a dorm, etc., Amirault forces the
reader through pages of Linus' baffling and unexplained
psychoses .
Amirault is completely incapable of constructing an
interesting plot line or a plausible character. He lacks

.2
8

the control necessary to produce tight, exciting prose.
For example, at one point Linus "very quickly glances
at his favorite things in his room." Amirault then proceeds to explain in excruciating detail exactly what every one of Linus' favorite things are, using only one
sentence that lasts for half a page.
Along with criticizing Amirault's ineptitude as a
writer, I have to question the efficiency of the editors at
Ivy Press, the publishing house which allowed "Linus Welch" to crawl into the light
of day. Amirault uses what can only be described as a flexible punctuation system as
well as words that don't even technically
exist, such as "irregardless."
"Linus Welch" is an abortive monstrosity of literature better off hidden in an asylum somewhere, never to be discussed in polite company. And
while I don't subscribe to any Nazi ideologies, I heartily believe that this novel can only be improved by tossing it into the nearest fireplace; at least then it would be
warming your hands and not offending your sensibilities. The only redeeming aspect of this novel is that as-

While I don't subscribe to any Nazi
ideologies, I heartily believe that this
novel can only be improved by tossing it
into the nearest fireplace; at least then it
would be warming your hands and not
offending your sensibilities.
piring writers can comfort themselves in the knowledge
that they will never create something as worthless as
"Linus Welch." Linus himself sums up the novel when
he explains, "My whole fucking existence is an endless
series of horridly written cliches." Bravo, Mr. Amirault.
At least you got something right.

such diverse artists as Paul
McCartney, Syd Barrett, and Steely
Dan. Some of the original versions
were good. Some were not. (No,
Paul, the world does NOT need more
silly love songs, nor do we need
YOUR decrepit butt.) Most of the
new versions are at least fun enough
to keep the kids yelling along with
the choruses.
Replicants accomplish this arduous task mostly by turning the guitars up to eleven (this is NEVER a
mistake. If anyone ever says, "The
guitars are too loud," then they really don't understand rock music at
all.) and , tossing some neat cheesy
synthesizer squawks on top. Then

they get charmingly weird whenever
they think they can get away with it.
Add tremelo pedals, odd vocal effects, warm, stir. Sure, it's disposable. Sure, it's a cheap way to make
an album. It also provides plenty of
kicks, and they don't wear off after
the first couple listens.
Replicants don't break any new
ground, but they certainly make the
old trails look more vibrant than they
have in quite a while. They don't
bring shame upon the good songs,
and they liven up the crummy ones.
That's good enough to make 'em
worth your while.
The Grade: B as in Bake at 350
degrees.
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817 DIVISION AVE_ SUITE C
TACOMA, WA 98403
PH: (206) 593-0134
FAX: (206) 593-4571

Write for a catalog / We also do mailorder

Ulcerative Colitis Research Study
Dr. James Wagonfeld is accepting patients with mild
to moderate ulcerative colitis for participation in a
research study of prezatide copper acetate (PCA). If
you are eligible to participate, you will receive the
investigational medications and study related
treatments at no charge.
You must have ulcerative colitis, not receiving
prednisone, and be at least 18 years of age to be
accepted as a participant. For more information call:
Pete Jacques, Study Coordinator
Digestive Disease Consultants
(206) 272-5127

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS
Famous U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's
right - 20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is chemical food
action and was devised by a famous Colorado physician especially for
the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is maintained (very important!) while
reducing. You keep "full" - no starvation - because the diet is designed
that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether you work, travel or stay
at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, thn U.S.
Women's Alpine Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So,
give yourself the same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the
scientific, proven way. Even if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to
yourself to try the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet. That is, if you
really do want to lose'20 pounds in two weeks. Order today! Tear this out
as a reminder.
Send only $8.95 ($9.60 in Calif.)-add .50 cents RUSH service to:
American Institute, 721 E. Main Street, Dept. 254, Santa Maria, CA
93454-4507. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do. ©1995
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F l owe r s and plants

Flower and Plant Pure-fumes

0

provide exquisite aromas and the most beneficial

ingredients in Aveda hair, skin, body care and lifestyle products, available
at our salon. Feel how these extraordinary formulas enrich the mind and
spirit, awakening the senses. No artificial fragrances. No animal testing or
ingredients. Coexisting with nature.

AvEnok
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611 South Proctor, Tacoma WA

752-1519
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THE TRAIL STAFF: (back row, left to right) Keith Turausky, A&E Editor; Jennifer Caldwell, Features Editor; Anthony Cesario, Editor in Chief;
Courtnet Ferguson, Managing Editor; Jun Kino, Asst. News Editor; Todd Starkweather, Staff Writer; (front row, left to right) Holly Helzerman,
Graphics Editor; Kate Jones, Asst. A&E Editor; Shalen Fairbanks, Copy Editor; Charlotte Bliss, Sports Editor; Ted Spas, Music Reviewer; Jam
Conover, Opinions Editor; Kim Haddix, Asst. Layout Editor; Amy Stockett, Copy Editor; and Jason Jakaitis, Copy Editor. Not pictured: A who
bunch of people.

L November 30, 1995

James Conovei
Opinions Earrox
Nitro's elusive second
album, "Hot, Wet, Drippin' with
Sweat." Please, if you see this
album for sale, buy it. If you're
not a generous or kind person and
don't want to give it to me you
can sell it to me for a huge profit.
Oh yeah, another copy of their
first album would be cool, too.
The Revenge of the Nerds
soundtrack. This album was
released by Scotti Bros. Records,
the same label "Weird Al"
Yankovic is on. It features "Are
You Ready For The Sex, Girls?"
and "All Night Party" by the
Gleaming Spires, plus "We Are
The Champions" by Queen and
much, much more! It is my goal
in life to find this album. If you
find it for me, whether it be on
vinyl, tape, or CD, I will be
eternally grateful and maybe even

let you listen to it once or twice or
Couuney Beimien
Jennnipei Caldwell
something.
Opinion Copy Earrog
FeaTuRes Ea1T012
I have a special wish that all
1. Wheels
„,would be
1.
I'd
like
a computer of my own.
you people who write letters to the
nicq
ing that
Even a word processor. Anything
Trail would take some English
ruo
\tizi keep me out of the Howarth lab
classes. Some of the letters I got
•t 3:00 a.m.
\
i
this semester were so idiotic that I
c23a. t.Aa .,
4'2: Nice hair.
thought I was going to die
rintedy
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A sudden and complete
.
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and ii70 1411)
laughing. How did you morons
understanding of Spanish verb
manage to get into this school? The 4 A:Ii6":: off
ff oi'lni6o1 along,:i
funniest thing is when I get letters '.. .a. na.11,4 ense paid trip arouricl the conjugation.
Prophet status.
that criticize the Trail that look AO world
A reliable core of staff wrtiters
they were written by second
5. T411, *r have to eat SUB fcjid
eager
to do Features each week.
graders. That always gives me a'
again: .
A tuba.
good chuckle.
I want Foxmange to play at
I would like to be in the band
UPS. Also for Matthew Sweet to
GWAR. That way I could kill
Toaa
.
8
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aItlWearbez
give me a kiss.
skinheads, Jerry Garcia, and O.J.
STapp Wiztreg
Money.
Simpson on stage every night
1.
One
bottle
of
red
wine.
For all the children of the world
without getting in trouble.
t2.
A
full
body
massage.
to
join hands and sing in peace and
I want everybody in the
1. An end of the embargo on
harmony.
whole wide world to be happy and
Lots of money.
merry and to have a super cool
baniel Patrick Moynihan to/
yule. Remember, X-mas is the time
enter
air.,,presidential race ;: '+
when we give (remember that
Another -661tle of re • wine.
Nitro album!).
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AnTbony Cesamo
EalTOR in Ow
What follows is a simple list of

Cowaney Faguson
Managing EalTOR
Courtney's Dishy Wish LIST

my Christmas wants:
I want the people of
Washington to use their turn
signals on the freeway when they
change lanes.
I want to get eight hours of
sleep every night and still remain
involved in all my activities.
I want people to stay away
from the malls so that I can shop
in peace.
I want all the cool clothes, like
my red polyester shirt, to be $5with or without tax.
I want my sister to attend
Seattle University so I can see her
more often.
I want the Trail to somehow
run itself, so I can have a life
outside this office.
I want enough free time to
actually know what it's like to
date someone.
I want groovy velvet pants like
Courtney's.
I want ignorance, racism,
sexism, and especially
homophobia to cease to exist.
I want the government to stop
cutting the budget for AIDS
research.

Theoretically, if I believed in the
holiday called 'Christmas' I would
want said items:
Every color of Floam
marketed-no matter how toxii:
might be.
Red velvet pants.
A summer job not involving
grease.
"Saturday Night
:o be
restored to its form .glory so that I
might reenact skits with my
friends.
MORE Frosted Mini-Wheats.
Every piece of Beatles
paraphernalia ever made (P.S. If
you didn't like the Beatles before
Beatlemania II get the hell away
from my favorite band-I was here
first!).
David Lynch to make a new
movie-PRONTO!
Calvin (& Hobbes) to live
forever in perpetual childhood.
Archie comics to not be so sexist
so I can buy them again.
Tony to not get an ulcer and
abandon me.

Venonica Hall
Business Managex
KeiTh Tugausky
A&E EalTOR
I wish for:
A record contract.
A Power Macintosh with
Netscape.
Good food.
Clones of myself to do with as I
wish.
The end of all censorship.
ARLO's CHRISTMAS DRUTHERS
Lo Pelegitm, Movie RevieweR

6 hours in Bangkok's Red Light
District.
Cindy Crawford's guavas.
The cheeselike milk of a duckbilled platypus.
Greenland.
A little posse of sophomore guys
to spread rumors about me.
Lance Ito's muumuu.
A beanbag chair stuffed with
wax beans.
Thank you for your concern.

I wish I were on safari in Africa.
I wish I could find my "dream
job" and be hired so that I wouldn't
have to worry about looking for a
job after graduation.
I wish for more sunny days on
beaches and more rainy days off to
watch movies with my friends.
I wish I had fun plans for New
Year's Eve.
I wish people remembered what
Christmas is all about.

Chagorre Bliss
Spans EalTOR
A frosty mug of A&W Rootbeer.
VW bus with flames painted on
the sides.
My 1994-1995 UPS yearbook.
The new album from U2.
Kurt Vonnegut to run for
President in '96.

Tea Spas
Music Revieweg

Holly Helzegman
GRaphics EalTOlt

1. News of Morrisey's death in a
violent, brutal public toilet accident
sovereignn nation status
kLt rican #1 Album for the

A Super Big Gulp brimming
with cold chilly Diet Coke
The desecration of all strip
malls, particularly those bearing
the name Fashion Bug
To draw lame, bug-eyed
cartoons for the rest of my life
and get paid for it
A direction
An end to all "Friends"
haircuts
More bad ass beatboxing
articles
Snow
Someone to explain the phallic
symbol in the middle of campus
The ski season to actually start
A fierce penalty to all ye who
move to the Northwest. Perhaps a
mandatory screening of "Yentil"
Peace on earth and Yuletide
disco for all

tX ys

aiIivgike Lux Interior from the
rams has (Vinyl? Leather? Who
knows.).
I wanna Rock the Nation.
Kung Fu Movies (Good ones.
Like from China.).
Zia McCabe from the Dandy
Warhols.
Cool hats.
The new Nick Cave album.
Sex.

Amy STockerr
FeaTuRes Copy Eaiwg
The best darn cookies I've ever
had
are Christmas Krunkaka you eat
with your dad
and the best Christmas moment is
the tree and its gifts
I must certainly sound greedy and
chunky to boot
with all this talk of cookies and
loot,
so I apologize, Santa, for all of
this talk,
I've been really good and done
nothing to shock.
Sure, I've done a few things I'm
not proud of
-who's not?
But overall I've been wholesome
and hardly ever fought.
So in a roundabout way, with no
further ado

Santa tIO
for I suppose if I'm honest, all
that I want
is the occasional letter in my
lonely mailbox...
Oh, and how could I forget that
one last thing,
that would grant me cause to give
mom a ring,
a pass in my classes and an 'A' on
my tests
will most definitely make this
Christmas the best.

Kun Haack
ASST. LayouT EalTOR
Some Gerardo rarities.
Have my two guavas enlarged to
either pomegranates, or better yet,
honeydews.
A slow, unnatural death to all
comtemporary Christian artists.
The return of McRib.
A flask of smooth Kentucky
moonshine and a one-way ticket to
Chattanooga.
A 500-foot dirigible and pilot
named Pepe.
Two words: Ned Revival.
The immediate cancellation of
talk show nadir Carnie.

Jason Jakains
Spous Copy EaiTox
hly cock and guava ratings
::thovies and school plays.
e o'death to release those
etaiitometrists.
My gnappy-ass, filth ridden
bangs back.
A sequel to "Goonies."
Someone named SUB to donate
$5 million dollars and have the
Wheelock Student Center named k"
after them.
An understanding of the tectonic
history of South America's
subduction zones and its relevance
upon my journalism career
More feminists who think I am r_Ti
8),
untalented and rely on smut for
stories
More smut!
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Hurry down to the Cellar and get
before it closes for the semeste

The Cellar will be open regular business
hours until Sunday, Dec. 4, when its doors
will close until Jan. 22, 1996.
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Goin' back to CA..

Logger volleyball breezes on to nationals
BY MICAH RICE
A 444604 „Spoilt utter
The Puget Sound Volleyball team
swept through the Pacific Northwest
Regional tournament on Nov. 17-18
to earn a berth to the NAIA National
Volleyball Championship, which
takes place Nov. 29 through Dec. 2
in San Diego, California.
After receiving a bye in the first
round, the Loggers quickly defeated
host Carroll College of Helena,
Montana in three games (15-4,15-

9,15-10) to advance to the finals.
Senior Andrea Egans lead the attack
with 25 kills on her way to becoming tournament MVP along with
being regular season Pacific Northwest Conference MVP. Head Coach
Robert Kim was also honored, receiving Pacific Northwest Conference Coach of the Year.
Willamette U. earned the right to
oppose Puget Sound by defeating
Western Oregon in the other semifinal match. But the Bearcats proved
to be just another stepping stone on

the Loggers path to the national tournament as Puget Sound overwhelmed Willamette in three games
(15-7, 15-13, 15-7). Egans added 15
kills, giving her 40 for the tournament, while senior Janice Lwin was
the Good Samaritan of the team, accounting for 79 assists in the two
games.
The regional championship carries an automatic berth to the national championship, where the Loggers will be joined by 19 other teams,
including Willamette and Western

Oregon, who each received at-large
berths.
The 20-team field will be divided
into four pools, each containing five
teams. Each team will play one
matche against each team in their
pool, with the top two teams in the
pool advancing to the championship
bracket on Dec. 1. The Loggers' 281 record and national ranking of #2
will place them in the second seed
at the tournament with BYU-Hawaii
claiming the top seed. However, this
will not place the Loggers at any dis-

advantage since they will still hold
the top seed in their pool, which includes Colombia U. from Missouri,
Madonna U. from Michigan, Dort
College from Iowa and Seton Hill
U. from Pennsylvania, which holds
a 30-4 record and will be the Loggers' first opponent.
Expecting to improve from their
third-place finish in last year's tournament, the Loggers are looking forward to returning to Point Loma
Nazarene, where they won the national championship in 1993.

National champions!
BY ROBIN HAMILTON
,5pres ReLtron4 .75;reetor

It becomes almost impossible to
comprehend. Four consecutive
NAIA National Championships.
The UPS women's cross country
team has now won BACK-TOBACK-TO-BACK-TO-BACK National titles. The most recent coming last Saturday, Nov. 18, in
Kenosha, Wisconsin. The day also
belonged to the UPS men's cross
country team that earned a fourth
place national finish, the highest ever
in Logger history. Coach Sam Ring,
Coach Joe Peyton and the Logger
women become the first NAIA
women's cross country team to win
four straight titles, no other team has
ever won even three in a row.
The Logger women outran conference and regional foe Simon
Fraser by 9 points. The Logger's
total of 82 points came as four Puget
Sound runners crossed the line to
earn All-America status. Themen,
paced by juniors Jon Westerman (Se-

attle, WA) and Greg Fox (Seattle,
WA) who also earned All-America
status finished fourth with 157
points. Lubbock Christian won the
men's title followed by Life College
of Georgia and Malone College of
Ohio.
Freshman Dana Murray (011ala,
WA) was the top runner finisher in
8th place in a time of 18:53. Senior
April Plattner (Lake Oswego, OR)
toured the course in 19:05 good for
13th place. Sophomores Sarah
Andrews (Seattle, WA) and Andrea
Boitano were-15th and 18th respectively in 19:11 and 19:15. My
Nguyen (Seattle, WA) was 28th for
the Logger women securing crucial
points against the Simon Fraser
Clan. The win came without sophomore Beth Robbins (Everett, WA)
who was injured and could not compete. Robbins was an All-American
as a freshman finishing 13th last
season at her first ever national meet.
Captain April Plattner is the only
member to have been involved in all
four National Championships.

Two Dollar
Tuesdays!
Restaurant csOreively
$2 00 Imperial Pints every Tuesday
We offer an excellent selection of our own
E9 and Powerhouse beers for $2.00 and
all other draft beers for $2.50.

The best deal in town for 20 oz. mierobrews!
611N Pine 12061272-3435 mat De ever 21, will
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Men's hoops victorious

Kaiser named
Athlete of Week

Loggers defeat Montana Tech in Big Sky State showdown
BY MICAH RICE
A 44;4t4st c_cptrts g,t;tor

While most college students took
Thanksgiving break as an opportunity to go home and relax, the men's
basketball team was busy fighting
their way to two wins in three games
in Montana, thus pushing their overall record to 3-1.
The road trip culminated with
back-to-back victories on Nov. 24
and 25 at the Carroll College Tournament in Helens. Junior Brian
Vukelich lead an impressive rebounding effort against Western
Montana in the first game of the
tournament, in which the Loggers
emerged victorious 82-63. Vukelich
scored 16 points an grabbed 10 rebounds in a game where the Logger
front-court dominated, producing a
47-29 rebounding edge over the
Bulldogs. The Loggers had plenty of
second chance points as they tallied
29 offensive rebounds. The scoring

attack was very balanced as seven
players besides Vukelich had at least
nine points.
The Loggers produced another
decisive victory the next day in the
second game of the tournament with
a victory against Carroll College.
Vukelich again dominated, scoring
24 points and grabbing 12 rebounds,
while senior Jared Leuck added 16
in another impressive showing by
the Logger front-court. The Loggers
applied pressure on both ends of the
court, implementing a full-court
press which forced Carroll College
into 18 turnovers. The score remained close into the second half,
but the Loggers eventually pulled
away, thanks in large part to hitting
67 percent of their shots from the
field in the second half.
The first two games of the season
were a home and home doubleheader against the Orediggers of
Montana Tech. The opener at the
Fieldhouse on Nov. 17 went the way

of the Loggers as senior Whitney
Dixon lead the way with 18 points.
Junior Manny Martucci, who was
questionable until right before the
season due to an injury, came off the
bench to help the Loggers open up a
64-42 lead nearly midway through
the second half.
Montana Tech rallied in late stages
of the game to close the final margin to 82-76, but in reality, it was an
impressive debut for the Loggers.
When the series moved to Butte,
Montana on Nov. 22, Montana Tech
handed Puget Sound their only loss
of the year so far as the Orediggers
shot 70 percent from the field in the
second half to emerge victorious 7665. Leuck led the Logger scoring
with 13, but poor free-throw shooting was a decisive factor as the Loggers shot just 15-32 from the line.
The Loggers are back in action
tonight against Seattle-Pacific at the
Fieldhouse, with tip-off scheduled
for 7:00p.m.

Swimmers win
in Central WA
An unprecedented win at the
Central Washington Invitational
earned PNWAC Swimmer of the
Week honors for Macr Kincaid and
Michelle Parrish. Kincaid, a junior, placed first in the men's 500
freestyle and second in the backstroke. Parrish, a senior from Honolulu, won the women's 500
freestyle and the 100 breaststroke.
Her second place performance in
the 100 butterfly also helped the
Logger women win the meet.
Coach Chirs Myhre is pleased
with the team's performance so far
this season and look forward to seeing how they match up against the
University of Washington this
weekend.
—Charlotte Bliss

Women's basketball standout
Kelly Kaiser was named the Dande
Trophy Company Athlete of the
Week this week for her phenomenal All-Tournament performance
in Southern Oregon. At guard, she
opened the 1995-96 season with 34
points, 12 rebounds and six assists.
—Charlotte Bliss

Coach Kim
offered contract
It was announced today that
UPS Athletic Director Richard
Ulrich has offered a contract to
head volleyball coach Robert Kim
for the 1996 year.
"After a lengthy process of listening to and deliberating with students, parents and faculty members
and friends of Logger sports, I have
decided to extend a contract for the
1996 season to volleyball coach
Robert Kim," said Ulrich.
—Robin Hamilton

GRADUATE FROM
HIGH SCHOOL TO HIGH-TECH.
Look in the mirror.
You'll see a young person
who could probably qualify for high-tech training
in the U.S. Army.
Satellite communications...avionics...digital
systems...computers...
lasers...fiber optics...
The Army gives you a choice of over 50 specialty
skills on the cutting edge of today's technology. Any
of them will give you a big edge on a bright future.
Look in on your local Army Recruiter and ask
about high-tech training for your future in today's
modern Army.

1-800-USA-ARMY
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
Award winning e AAA approved
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Bay views * Hot tub * Fireplace
TVs * Phones * All private baths

'Tacoma's most elegant Bn13"

****

COMMENCEMENT BAY
Bed & Breakfast
3312 N. Union Ave.
752-8175

Napoleon's Styling Salon
Walk-ins accepted/Appointments available

Good for $1 off regular $llhaircut & style
8104 6th Ave. (6th & Alder) 759-8586
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UPS offers equal sports funding for men, women
5port4 EAiEer

When UPS Director of Physical
Education, Athletics and Recreation
Richard Ulrich sit s down at the beginning of the school year to mull
over the sports budget, one thing is
undeniable and unavoidable: football will be alloted the most money..
The allocation of funding hinges
on several factors, according to
Ulrich. "How much funding a particular sport receives depends on the
size of the team, equipment needed
and travel expenses," said Ulrich.
Football consistantly receives the
most money to support the large
number of players on the team.
Per person, however, volleyball is
alloted the same amount of money
as football. Likewise, men's and
women's soccer both receive identical budgets. Ulrich uses the term
"comparable sports" to designate
sports in which both sexes compete.
Sports such as cross country, tennis
and basketball are among the sports

that fall in this category and as a result are equally funded.
"When we go to meets, there are
always 18 girls and 18 guys," said
swimmer Lauren Zybura. "All the
funding is split evenly."
In 1985, Ulrich , who is in his 12th
year as the Athletic Director at UPS,
began working on the a budget that
would treat men's and women's

"Cross country has
different needs than
football, just as softball has
different needs than golf.
To give uncomparable
sports equal funding
would not be fair."
—Richard Ulrich
sports equally, allotting not only the
same amount of money, but also
similar game schedules, equal numbers of games in a season, and equal
perdiems. A perdiem is the money

set aside for food and travel expenses
while on the road, according to Ulrich.
This program went into full effect
four years ago, giving comparable
sports equal budgets.
"Cross country has different needs
than football, just as softball has different needs than golf," said Ulrich.
"To give uncomparable sports equal
funding would not be fair."
Golfer Mark Clement believes he
has a reason to be annoyed by the
department's allocation of funds.
"UPS has one of the wealthiest
sports departments in our division
and last year, the golf team didn't
even have golf bags."
Ulrich countered this quote.
"UPS, on average, spends the same
amount as school with similar sports
programs," said Ulrich. Ulrich,
however, was unwilling to discuss
specific amounts alloted. Such a
practice "might result in misconceptions," he said.
Some sports, such as crew and
skiing, are too expensive to rely
completely on funding from the bud-

get. "Since the expense is so great,
some students are forced to defray
the costs by paying for things out of
their own pockets," said Ulrich.
"This is true, however, for most
sports on campus, not just crew and
skiing. Even football players have to
buy their own shoes."
Crew team member Tobi DeVito
said she resents the fact that they
must pay for equipment, and sometimes regatta fees out of their own
pockets.
Some student athletes, though in
agreement that equal funding for
comparable sports is good, still question the viability of the distribution
of funds among the different sports.
"When we had cross country
meets in Seattle this season, we had
to ride in vans that were falling

CALL

759-5711 And Get One of our Terrific Deals
Below Delivered in 30 Min. or Less - In Fact,
You Could Even Call

NAKED

Women's basketball splits
games in weekend tournament
BY MICA] I RICE
A ssist,snt S ports EAitor

The Loggers reeled in third place
in the Humbolt Thanksgiving Classic last weekend in Humbolt, California, by virtue of a win over CSULos Angeles following a loss to
Western Oregon.

The Logger defense stepped to the
forefront in the consolation game
against CSU-Los Angeles, holding
their opponent to 17-67 shooting
from the field in a 71-45 victory.
Four Loggers scored in double figures, lead by junior Kelly Kaiser
with 16 points and followed by
freshman Kristina Goos and sopho-

apart," said freshman Micah Rice.
"On the way home, we got a blow
out. All I can say is that it was a far
cry from a charter bus."
The success of a team in a given
season has no influence on the
amount of money allocated the following year. However, when a team,
such as cross country or volleyball,
wins the honor of going to a National
Championship, there is a special
fund from which all those expenses
are drawn from.
With how well we've been doing
in sports these past few years, that
fund ends up being overspent and
exhausted by the end of the year, "
said Ulrich. He also said that when
this happens, the left over money
from other sports is used to foot the
bill.

$4.63

$5.56

Med 1 Item
Pizza

more Erin Weiss with 15 points each.
The Loggers' defense wasn't as
dominating in the tournament opener
in a 102-87 loss to Western Oregon.
Kaiser lead the team with 19 points,
while Goos and sophomore Kasa
Tupua scored 17 point each. Tupua
was named to the All-Tournament
team with a tournament total of 34
points, 13 rebounds, and six assists.
The Loggers will get another shot
at Western Oregon this Saturday in
Monmouth, Oregon at 2:00p.m. As
of now, the Loggers hold a 3-2 overall record with two upcoming road
games before the Holiday Classic in
Tacoma on Dec. 15 and 16.

Plus
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TIME.
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759-5711
Open Late Every Night
24Hours on
Friday and Saturday

Senior & Student
Discounts

Mon.-Sat. 11-9
Sun. 4-9

Vietnamese Restaurant

Best wishes for a

Happy Holiday Season
756.5092 • 2514 North Proctor • Tacoma
LOGGERS faced Lewis and Clark in home court action.
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CH&WS encourages
students to seek help,
become involved
Dear Editor,
In the October 26 issue of the
Trail, Robin Buckmiller reported
upon student perceptions of rape
awareness programming in her
story, "Campus Women's Group
Asks for Rape Education in Fraternities." In this piece, some students
voiced perceptions of there being
limited rape education and resources
on our campus. Others expressed
reluctance to utilize the support
available at Counseling, Health and
Wellness Services (CH&WS) due to
the openness of our waiting area and
the presence of student work-study
staff. We support taking a critical
look at how the safest possible campus climate for sexual assault issues
may be achieved, and want to respond with some information that
may address the concerns expressed.
We want first to acknowledge that
our waiting area is a rather open

There are actually a variety
of options for support and
involvement on campus. In
addition to the When Hello
Gets Out of Hand
program, participation in
such student groups as
SIRGE (Sexuality Issues,
Relationship and Gender
Exploration), US
(Understanding Sexuality)
or Women's Voices may
provide a sense of
community and forward
motion.
space and we realize this discourages
some students from coming to us;
the reception area is often a busy
place. We hope that one of the benefits of the counseling/health merger
might be an increased sense of privacy for students, since no one
should know what any individual in
the waiting area is there to accomplish. Counselors and health practitioners alike do much more than see
clients and patients: we advise student groups; we plan workshops and
lr \
wilderness outings; we teach courses
,--4
and supervise interns; we are interc•(- viewed by students preparing pat(I) pers; we consult with RAs and CCs
...0
E about projects and students of con; cern. An appointment with any one
of us does not mean you are a coun,_a seling client. Nonetheless, we do understand that seeing a counselor can
feel stigmatizing and we try to do
4 all we can to increase comfort with

2

using our services. If coming to
CH&WS feels intimidating, we invite students to contact us by phone
to see what kind of helpful arrangements we can make. For example,
students who do not wish to wait in
the reception area have on occasion
been met in another location.
A second reservation about safety
at CH&WS concerned the presence
of work-study students. Feeling uncomfortable with seeing a peer in
this position is understandable. It
may help to know, though, that our
student staff sign a confidentiality
agreement stating that they cannot
acknowledge having seen, or reveal
any identifying information about
any person visiting CH&WS. Current work-study students have said
that they take this ethical commitment seriously. As an aside, when
you call for a counseling appointment, you are not asked to disclose
the nature of your concerns.
In terms of sexual assault issues
on campus, we support Kevin
Lager's point that rape education and
prevention needs to focus on both
men and women. Many rape prevention programs, including the When
Hello Gets Out of Hand program
offered during orientation, do include men and women together.
Some rape programming, though, is
most effective when directed toward
gender-specific audiences. We believe there is good reason for both
models, and for giving credit to men
who work to educate themselves
about ways to help end sexual violence. Women, including groups on
this campus, have traditionally been
more willing to sponsor and attend
programs which assist them in becoming more effective at assault prevention. We offer our support to IFC
with the planning and coordination
of any efforts to design rape prevention education training to meet the
needs of their group.
One student interviewed expressed the feeling that sexual assault resources on campus were limited to filing a security report with
Security Services and/or individual
counseling at CH&WS. There are
actually a variety of options for support and involvement on campus. In
addition to the When Hello Gets Out
of Hand program, participation in
such student groups as SIRGE
(Sexuality Issues, Relationship and
Gender Exploration), US (Understanding Sexuality) or Women's
Voices may provide a sense of community and forward motion. Student
leaders such as Resident Assistants,
Community Coordinators, Peer Advisors and Orientation Leaders are
peers who can listen well to your
concerns and point you in the direction of further help.
Despite our efforts to be available ,
and approachable, we understand
that there are students who are not
comfortable making use of our services; we support that right. There
are several alternative community
resources to choose from. One of
those is the Sexual Assault Crisis
Center (phone 587-6424) at
Allenmore Hospital. We are also
acquainted with therapists in private
practice in our area. CH&WS staff

can refer you to a variety of resources on and off-campus. Students
often use our walk-in times 1:00 2:30 each day seeking referrals.
We hope to encourage students' willingness to come to CH&WS, to seek
help and to become involved with
any of the awareness programs al-

ready in place or with the creation
of new resources.
Sincerely,
Bob Stremba, Director
Dana Falk, Psychologist
Counseling, Health and Wellness
Services

Parking solution lies in
redesignation of spots
Imagine it is after 9:00 p.m. and
raining, something that shouldn't be
difficult for most people. Now picture yourself returning from some
off-campus errand from your residence on the north end of campus.
As you pull into the parking lot off
18th, you discover there's no place
to park. If you have ever tried to find
a parking spot in the lot behind
Anderson/Langdon Hall you'll
know it is next to impossible. There
simply aren't enough spots to satisfy all the students that live on the
north side of campus.
I've run into this problem numerous times, especially after returning from those late-night Target
trips. If I plan ahead, no problem.
Sometimes there's one of those
handy traffic cones that Plant left
lying around so you can stake out a

spot and hope the next person to
come along isn't as enlightened as
you. Maybe they'll think the spot's
under repair, or if they park there

And if there isn't a traffic
cone you might happen to
get lucky and snag a
couple of friends to sit in
your spot while you're
gone and ward off anyone
that comes along. Of
course, this requires
serious friendship and fair
weather.
they'll end up having to chase down
the tow truck that's certain to
snaffle their car away when they're
not looking. And if there isn't a
traffic cone you might happen to
get lucky and snag a couple of
friends to sit in your spot while
you're gone and ward off anyone
that comes along. Of course, this
requires serious friendship and fair
weather. On a side note, I'd like to
mention that only once have I participated in this hellacious task, and
I certainly won't make the mistake
of doing it again. I found it to be a
rather frightening experience as
UPS students can be quite vicious
when it comes to parking spots.
So what do you do if Plant remembers to pick up all the traffic
cones and you don't have friends
that love you enough to care about

your parking problems? Sure, you
can chance parking in the blue faculty spots that take up half the lot,
but you're liable to find a ticket on
your windshield the next morning.
You could always park on
Lawrence, but that requires a
skilled driver who has mastered the
art of parallel parking. There is always the option of parking on
Union Avenue or 18th, but left
overnight your car may end up unburdened of a CD player or minus
a windshield if it's still there at all.
So street parking and faculty spots
are ruled out if you can't afford the
tickets, repairs, or a new car. So
where do you park? There's always
the lot by Todd Field, but what if it
is late at night, you're alone and
you live on the other side of campus? On the same note, you are certain to find a place to park in the
lot next to the fieldhouse. But it's
my experience that certain UPS
students get kicks out of careening
through the garantuan puddles
there. So unless your car is in serious need of a hose-down, or a dent
or two won't make much of a difference in it's appearance, I
wouldn't recommend parking
there.
Aside from safety of both you
and your vehicle, it seems rather ridiculous to park so far from your
room when there's empty spots in
a lot nearby. But these empty spots
are marked blue—they are reserved
for faculty; few of whom are there
in the evening. This means that they
rarely have to face the careening
puddle cruisers or those people that
wouldn't think twice about driving
over one of your friends to get a
spot.
It's true that there's no lack of
student parking on the University
of Puget Sound campus, but there
is a need to redesignate spots. With
University, Anderson/Langdon,
Harrington and Schiff Halls all on
the north side of campus and half
of the lot off 18th designated 'staff
spots' there are simply not enough
places for students to park. With an
excess of parking available to students living on the other end of
campus, a handful of spots could
be switched over to staff and not
create much of a ripple. Giving the
faculty spots in the library lot to
students won't allow everyone living in the immediate viscinity to
park close to their rooms, but it will
help to diminish the demand. In addition, it may prevent vehicle theft
and damage while increasing the
safety of student drivers and their
friends.
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ist attack (because he dares negotiate with the enemy), to show him
people do believe in him and admire
what he does.
I went home after he spoke, trying to avoid traffic, thinking the action was nearly over. Little did I
know. About an hour after I got
home, we heard the news - Rabin
was shot. The first thing that rushed
through my mind (after "S**t!") was
"Kennedy." I am sorry to borrow on
your myth, Americans, but this is all
I could think of. And then, "Oh gods,
please let it end differently." But it
didn't. I decided to send a letter to
the Elven Nation, asking you to use
any healing powers you might have
to help him, but it was too late. He
died on the operating table an hour
later.
After a few phone calls, we went
back to the same square where the
demonstration was held. People
started to gather—not as many as
before, but they kept coming. Wearing black, bearing candles and
torches, engulfed in smoke. And we
just sat there, watching the white
candles dripping tears, the red
torches dripping blood, crying, hugging, singing softly (you wouldn't
believe how many songs of war and
peace we have), shocked to our
bones. It was warm at the demonstration, but at two in the morning,
it was getting so cold.
Every death is a tragedy. And
Rabin was not an easy man; a hard
man, and a soldier to the bone, which
made him unpopular amongst both
sides, pro and con of the peace process. He was called "traitor" by both
sides (which only proves how wellfit he was for the job). But he lead
this peace process stubbornly, wi
full faith at heart. Being a soldi ,
he was hated by many of the Ara s,
but he also knew how much we ne
peace. He has brought us to a point
some of us see as a miracle in being
(my father, who fought in many wars
with our neighbors, is going as a
tourist to Jordan. You have no idea
how deeply he is moved by that).
And for that I loved and admired
him, even though I didn't like many
of the things he did in his life. The
peace process will go on. It can not
be stopped, not by one murder. But
this act will definitely intensify the
atmosphere of hatred that divides my
country. It is an act of violence that
will lead to others. It scares the hell
out of me.
This is all. Tomorrow will prob-

Rabin's death mourned
This letter has nothing to do with
magic or elves. It is only a story I
want to tell to all of you brothers and
sisters of my soul, a story of great
grief I have to share. I invite you to
be the ones who share it with me.
To make things clear, I first want
to say that the "ii" in my address
stands for Israel. And just to be sure
you know (though it was broadcasted all over the world), our prime
minister, Rabin, was murdered this
evening by a right-winged extremist after speaking in a huge demonstration in support of the peace process. I want to tell this story.
In the afternoon we went to the
demonstration. It was a happy event
—not against anything, not to protest or fight, but to show support in
our government for its efforts in
building a new era of peace in this

A hard man, and a soldier
to the bone, which made
him unpopular amongst
both sides, pro and con of
the peace process. He was
called "traitor" by both
sides (which only proves
how well-fit he was for the
job).
war-torn land. I don't know how
many of you have ever been in such
an event - the sense of power is awesome. And it was huge. I estimate
there were about 150-200 thousand
people there. We were filled with a
wonderful feeling of joy, of hope,
seeing so many around us, great
music, balloons, dancing, meeting
friends. A festival. And when the
Prime Minister entered the stage, he
was greeted by a thunder of clapping
hands. Not only because it was such
a joyous event, but also to show this
man, a man that was cursed at, spit
upon, and called "traitor" by his adversaries time and time again during the last few months, a man that
is blamed by them for every terror-

'Lt

ably be a day of national mourning.
Now all I have to do is take a shower
(after sitting in the middle of all that
smoke) and go to bed. But I keep
seeing one picture. In the middle of
the square, someone used soulcandles (candles put on graves, usually) to form one huge word—
"Why? "
Yael Achmon

An alum asks "Where is
school spirit?"
I am a proud graduate of this honorable school, and I am dismayed by
the lack of support that the football
team, the "flagship" of UPS, gets!
I have become involved in UPS
football through my son, CI. He has
been the "ballboy" during home
games, and assists with equipment
during practices. He is there every
day! He expresses much pride in
being a "Logger!" It speaks loud for
a boy to be a "team member!"
But as the proud father of this
child and an alum...where were you,
the student body, and UPS community? All UPS athletes need your

support!
I remember in the '60s and '70s
having lavish homecoming parades
down Union Avenue from the frats
to the stadium! It helped draw together the students into a united
community, forming bonds and
friendships that will last a lifetime!
Are you, the campus community, the
self-centered and personally noncommittal '90s types? If so, you miss
much!
I attended the UPS versus PLU
game...our stands should have been

packed to the rafters with
screeming, cheering UPS students!

A good day screaming and
cheering is good for one's
soul/spirit! Believe me, in
this day of "Unbridled
social isolation, greed, and
crime paranoia," it is good
to see excellence being
taught!
(many of the fans were UPS football parents and alumnus/supporters). If you want more out of your
UPS experience, then get your heads

out of the sand!!! Come to games
and be a community, not isolated,
self-centered bored folks!
A good day screaming and cheering is good for one's soul/spirit!
Believe me, in this day of "Unbridled social isolation, greed, and
crime paranoia," it is good to see
excellence being taught!
To conclude, my salute to the
coaches, staff...my son and the great
young men of the UPS "Logger"
football team!!! You have all had a
great impact on my son CJ, and the
lessons of attitude, committment,
and excellence have made him a
better person! I know that the men
of the UPS team will be the better
students and leaders that this country desperately needs.
See ya next year, guys!!! Hope
more UPS students support ya!!
CJ and I will be there...you can

count on that!!!
Charles R.P. Urlacher
UPS Alum Class of '79

Staff writer responds to
Voices' complaints
Dear Editor,
I am writing to respond to Elaine
Nelson's letter in last week's Trail
in which she stated some complaints
against the article I wrote about
Women's Voices' proposal for rape
education in the fraternities. Ms.
Nelson stated that she was quoted
without her permission, and in the
context of a confidential meeting.
As the writer of that article, I
would like to defend the story by
clarifying three things. First, the
meeting was a public meeting: it was
widely advertised as such across
campus, and anyone was welcome
to attend (including me; no one at
that meeting knew me from Eve, but
I was welcome just the same). Therefore, the meeting and it's contents
were not confidential.
Secondly, it is true that Ms.
Nelson was not interviewed - that
is, I did not single her out and specifically ask for her opinion. However, her comments were made in a
public arena. Since I had stated to
the group that I was writing an article, this again means that the contents of the meeting, including any
comments, are open to news publication.
Thirdly, I am confused by

Nelson's assertion that this proposed
letter that I wrote about is not a serious plan that Women's Voices is actively working on. Before the Trail
printed the article, I spoke with Julie
Davidson, one of the founding members of Women's Voices, and with
Miriam Sobre, one of the authors of
a rough draft of a letter to the
Panhellenic Association, which had
been sent to me for any suggestions
I might offer. Both of 'these members of Women's Voices were
pleased that I had writen the article,
and had assured me that the proposal
I had reported was still a current interest of the group.
I would also like to add that after
the article's publication, I again
spoke with Ms. Davidson, and the
only argument she had with the story
was that I had incorrectly stated that
the UPS Women's House was still
in existence. I corrected this error in
the very next issue of the Trail.
I am sorry that Ms. Nelson feels
that my article violated her, or that I
did not do my best to ensure its accuracy. However, I assure her that
the article was journalistically and
ethically sound. I hope that this will
be the end of what seems like an
unending series of letters about this
article (which, incidentally, gives an
indication that perhaps we finally
found something that was news to
this campus after all).
Sincerely,
Robin Buckmiller

Co rrection s
Due to an editorial
error, the pictures of Jen
Milligan and Beth
Beyzinker were wrongly
switched in the Nov. 16
edition of Question of
the Week and Sound Off
The picture of Milligan
should have appeared in
Sound Off and the
picture of Beyzinker
should have appeared in
Question of the Week.
Also, the Trail would
like to apologize to
Grazie's Ristorante for
misspelling the name of
their establishment in
the restaurant review of
Nov. 16.
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`lames, do you
remember what the 0
Question of the
"Hey babe, how's about a little
Week was?"
nooky, if ya know what I
—Anthony
mean...Heh, heh, heh..."
—

Smooth James

`Oh Jeez! That's the fifth week
in a row that I have forgotten!
I better haul ass outta here
before Tony finds out!"
Scared James
—

"Dude, why don't you just
chill out or somethin'? You
need to mellow out, dude."
Mellow James
—

"LEAVE ME ALONE! I DON'T F,
NEED YOU! I DON'T NEED
ANYBODY!"
—Psychotic James
(8'
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`Tis the season Editor reminds campus
for beatboxing of staff's student status
BY JAMES CONOVER
,gpini0n4 iAitor

Many people think of the holiday
season as a time of giving; a time of
joy and good cheer. I prefer to think
of it as a time of beatboxing. You
might ask yourself, "Just what is
beatboxing, and how does it affect
my everyday life?" Allow me to
elaborate.
Beatboxing, put simply, is creating beats with the mouth and throat.
These beats are usually rapped over,
but some beatboxing solos do exist.
It is hard for many people to visualize what making a beat with one's
mouth is like, but really it is a very
simple procedure. Beatboxers use a
series of spitting and blowing motions to produce sounds resembling
drums and wood blocks. These are
then arranged in the form of a funkyass beat.

At first beatboxing can be
challenging, and beginners
often find themselves
spitting a lot and running
out of breath. It is
important not to get
discouraged
It is my belief that everyone
should learn to beatbox. It develops
a sense of rhythm, which people really seem to need judging by all the
sports events I've been to where
people can't even clap along with the
simplest beats. At first beatboxing
can be challenging, and beginners
often find themselves spitting a lot
and running out of breath. It is important not to get discouraged. The
best way of learning how to beatbox
is by listening to the greats. Here are
some that I personally recommend:
One of the world's greatest
beatboxers is Ready Rock C, who is
part of the rap group known as DJ
Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh Prince. His
abilities are truly astounding, as he
is able to perfectly reproduce the
songs from the video games Poe
Man and Donkey Kong using only
his natural beat boxin' skilz. What's

more, he can beatbox the theme song
to "Sanford and Son" normally and
also as if he was underwater. As a
fellow beatboxer, I know that this is
quite a feat indeed. To really gain an
understanding of the ins and outs of
beatboxing, I would recommend the
DJ Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh Prince
album Rock the House. Practicing
along with Ready Rock C will hone
your beatboxing chops, and who
knows, maybe one day you will be
able to make a living beatboxing like
him.
The Fat Boys, a rap trio, is also
known for some amazing beat boxing. They use a distinct style in
which a sort of sound similar to lowpitched laughter is produced by
sucking in air and exhaling quickly
in a certain way. This makes the
sound, "Huh-a-huh-a", which is
quite funky indeed. This can be hard
for beginners, but it is a skill that is
absolutely necessary in the
beatboxing world. Just about any Fat
Boys album has good beatboxing on
it, so I recommend them all.
Vanilla Ice's album To The Extreme also features some interesting
beatboxing, particularly in the song
"Havin' a Roni." This is not a very
good song to learn skills from, rather
it is an excellent example of what
not to do when beatboxing. As far
as beatboxing goes, it is technically
awful, but nevertheless it has a funky
flayva. The fact that you can find this
album in many 99 cents value bins
makes it a very cost-effective learning tool.
Okay, I'll admit something. I'm
really not the expert on beatboxing
that I seem to be. To any beatboxing
expert I would seem like a complete
idiot, since I don't really know what
I'm talking about. I only have a few
good beatboxing albums, and my
mike-rocking abilities are good but
not great. I'm just an amateur. Still,
I know what I like, and I sure do like
beatboxing. It's fun, it's annoying to
others, and it's very addictive. Once
you start beatboxing, you'll never
want to stop. That is why I encourage all of you to learn more about
beatboxing and support the
beatboxers of the world. After all,
`tis the season!

One afternoon, not so long ago,
I was sitting in the office when I
was visited by an elderly woman
from the community. Before I
could extend any pleasantries with
the visitor, she cornered me and
began asking questions about the
features section of that week. She
wanted to know who the writer
was; where the writer came from;
was the writer a student. It seems
that the article upset her, and that
she felt the Trail was trying to sway
some great political power.
Now, I did my best to explain
that the Trail is a voice of the students, and that the articles we print
are supposed to reflect that voice
(although I admit we fail at times).
And, just when I thought that our
visit was over, she asked me why
the Trail prints such "smut" these
days. "Is that the only way you
think people will read the paper?"
she asked. Frankly, I was taken
aback. It was my impression, however blinded it may be, that the
Trail had been relatively "clean"
during that month and that we had
not done anything out of the ordinary. But, my visitor had more to
say.
"I bet if you had an adult down
here, you wouldn't print some of
the things that you do now," my
visitor commented. Now, at this
point, my temper was reaching a
low boiling point. I informed her,
as politely as I could, that the Trail
has a faculty mentor and that the
mentor is there as a resource; however, I further informed my friend,
the Trail was a student run publication and that it is the students that
decide what is important to our
readers and what it is that goes to
print. Thankfully, our conversation
ended there.
So what? you ask. Why is this
guy gracing us with this anecdote?
you think to yourself. Well, I think
this story illustrates some important areas of the Trail that need addressing.
First, the Trail is, ideally, the
voice of the students of UPS. We,
as a staff, try to address the issues
that are important and interesting
to the students on campus. SomeEvEfLN gnmEt■IT TO LIME
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times we succeed and sometimes we
do not. That's the reality of working
down in the basement of the
Wheelock Student Center. Working
down here is similar to living in a
closed circle. If that doesn't make
sense to you, then please examine
the facts of the situation. The core
staff consists of 21 students, give or
take one or two. Twenty-one students. This small group is the foundation of the paper. This is where the
stories that you see printed come
from essentially. Granted, we all
have varied tastes and interests, but
this group decides what the student
body wants to read. We have our
own ideas on what is newsworthy
and what is entertaining. Sometimes
those ideas may be viewed as
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"smut," but it was not our intent to
just publish "smut" for the sake of
publishing "smut." Now, we do receive story ideas and flyers from
people who are not connected to the
staff, and we use most of these ideas;
however, most of the time we have
to probe each other's brains for
ideas.
Perhaps that is the reason we
sometimes fail to connect with readers. There are times when we have
our finger on the pulse of our campus and there are times when we
don't. The times when we are right
on are the times that the paper receives the most raves and people
actually stop complaining about
what a waste of paper the Trail is.
The times when we miss the mark
are the times when the Trail becomes
litter on the tables in the Wheelock
Lounge and when all I hear are complaints for the entire week following the publication. Yet, these times
that we miss the mark are also the
times when the staff becomes
swamped with our other commitments, primarily classes.
We are only students, remember.
We, like the rest of the campus, have
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papers, exams, reading and presentations to prepare. Then, we
add a weekly newspaper on to that
load. We are doing as much as we
can, and sometimes sacrificing
our studies to bring the Trail to
the campus. If the Trail has gathered a reputation as a "smutty"
paper because the staff doesn't
always have enough time to spend
entire days down in the office,
then perhaps that reputation is
well earned. We are learning how
to do our job as "journalists." As
Jennifer, the Features Editor, said
"The Trail is a tool of learning, not
an instrument of journalism." The
University offers two classes that
somewhat apply to what we do:
Newswriting and Feature Writing.
We don't have classes on editing,
on newspaper production or any
of the other aspects that go into
producing the Trail. We are doing
the best we can, and it should be
expected that we will make some
mistakes along the way.
Please don't think that I am just
whining because I can. I am trying to make a point here. If we
make a mistake, or someone disagrees with us, then we encourage letters to the editor. If you, as
a student, don't like what you see
in the paper, then we encourage
you to come down to the office
and become a part of the process.
We are always looking for story
ideas. If you have an article, or an
idea for an article, then please inform us. Help us learn what the
students want to read about. If you
want to become a bigger part of
the madness in the office, then I
encourage you to apply for one of
the positions that are opening at
semester. I can't promise you a
huge paycheck, but I can offer you
a chance to learn a few things. And
to those of you who don't want to
do anything for the Trail, then I
hope that what I have said has
made some changes in the way
you view the paper. If it hasn't,
then I hope you at least understand
us better.
And, of course, have a great
holiday season everyone.
—Anthony Cesario
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In case you're so pathetic that don't get any useless gifts
this year, the 'Zone offers you at least one
worthless present.

Bah Humbug!
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Trail :Ghost of Christmas Future, have mercy on our souls!

